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Ismat Chughtai started writing stories at the age of
eleven or twelve but did not publish them under her
own name. In 1939, when her first story titled Fasadi
published in the distinguished journal Saqi, people

thought it was her brother, a well-known writer,
Azeem Beg Chughtai had written this story under a
pseudonym. Later, in the same year, her stories like
Kafir, Dheet, Khidmatgar, and Bachpan stirred the

literary circles, and Ismat became known as an
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eminent author. In 1941 and 1942, two collections of
her short stories came out titled Kaliya.n and

Chuntii.n. But her most talked-about work came in
1941, Lihaf which explored the intimate relationship

between two women, and caused havoc in the
preserve of Urdu literature. Ismat was tried for

obscenity and such the story became the focal point
of her lifes work, so much so that it overshadowed all
her remaining works like JoDa, Genda, Nanhi Ki Nani,

and Bhool-Bhulaiyan, which were equally well-
written. New Latest sex stories I know you like it plz
visit if you not like then leave it I know u will like Big
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